Hotel reservations and convention registration to open in mid-March.

This year, hotel reservations for the AFT convention may be made using the AFT’s online credential and housing registration system at aft.org/convention. The system will open for credential reporting and hotel requests in mid-March. The upcoming credential packet sent to every affiliate will contain detailed login and housing instructions, including a form for affiliate room block requests.

AFT convention rates are available only by booking through the AFT. Do not contact the hotels directly. Add 17 percent sales and occupancy tax to all room rates. If you have questions regarding AFT convention housing, please contact us:

Karen Zook, Housing Manager
800-238-1133, ext. 4476, or 202-879-4476
kzook@aft.org.

HOUSTON HOUSING INFORMATION
Coming soon: Reserve your hotel online!

**George R. Brown Convention Center** (GRB)

1. **Hilton Americas-Houston**
   - (1050 rooms)
   - $224 per night, single or double occupancy

2. **Embassy Suites Houston Downtown**
   - (175 rooms)
   - $215 per night, single or double occupancy

3. **Marriott Marquis Houston**
   - (800 rooms)
   - $215 per night, single or double occupancy